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RGB-D SLAM in Dynamic Environments Using
Points Correlations
WeiChen Dai, Yu Zhang, Ping Li, and Zheng Fang
Abstract—This paper proposed a novel RGB-D SLAM method
for dynamic environments. It follows traditional feature-based
SLAM methods and utilizes a feature groups segmentation
method to resist the disturbance caused by the dynamic objects
using points correlations. The correlations between map points
represented with a sparse graph are created by Delaunay
triangulation. After removing non-consistency connections, the
dynamic objects are separated from static background. The
features only in the static map are used for motion estimation and
bundle adjustment which improves the accuracy and robustness
of SLAM in dynamic environments. The effectiveness of the
proposed SLAM are evaluated using TUM RGB-D benchmark.
The experiments demonstrate that the dynamic features are
successfully removed and the system work perfectly in both
low and high dynamic environments. The comparisons between
proposed method and state-of-the-art visual systems clearly show
that the comparable accurate results are achieved in low dynamic
environments and the performance is improved significantly in
high dynamic environments.
Index Terms—SLAM, Motion Estimation, Dynamic Environ-
ments.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Visual Odometry (VO) [1] and visual
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (vSLAM) [2] play
an important role in robotics navigation thanks to the low
price and light weight of cameras. In contrast to VO, which
is considered as a more effective solution for robotic with
minimal weight and power limit, visual SLAM can remove
the drift when revisiting places. It can provide 6-DoF motion
estimation within a sliding window only using the input of
images.
Traditional VO and vSLAM use monocular camera or stereo
camera. In recent years, RGB-D cameras such as Kinect and
ASUS Xtion Pro Live devices, have brought new vitality for
robotics and computer vision. They can provide color images
and sense the third dimension of the surroundings directly.
The consumer-level price makes these devices popular for the
application of robot community.
It is challenging for visual SLAM and VO to provide
robust and accurate navigation information in complexity
environments, which is the key for robots to ensure control
stability and accuracy. Most state-of-the-art methods assume
that there are no moving objects in the environment. Therefore,
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Fig. 1: The feature groups segmentation results of the proposed
method. Left image show that stable connection between
points are obtained shown in green lines. The dynamic features
are determined on the moving object are shown in purple color.
As shown in the figure, the dynamic features are removed
perfectly.
they only can deal with small parts of dynamic information
by treating it as outliers using traditional robust estimation
methods, such as RANSAC [3] method or robust weighting
function [4]. If the large moving objects are dominant over the
static scene, traditional algorithms may fail. As a consequence,
the applicability of VO and vSLAM is limited in practice.
VO and vSLAM can be divided into direct [5]–[8] and in-
direct (feature-based) [1], [9], [10] methods. Indirect methods
are the dominant approach for a long time with the advantages
of visual descriptor [11], [12]. Direct methods directly utilize
raw information captured from sensors, avoiding precomputa-
tion such as the extraction of visual descriptors on the color
image. Only a series of independent points, which are salient
regions in image, are used in most methods. In addition, a
geometry prior, such as smoothness which is exploited in many
methods to make a dense model observable, have been used
to deal with some others problems. To solve the dynamic
problem, the prior information is used in some methods.
Particularly, the methods based on deep learning, use semantic
information learned from real world data to separate dynamic
objects from background directly. However, most time it only
can classify the very common problem of dynamic objects in
the scene, e.g., walking people, running cars. Meanwhile, they
are hard to get real-time performance in onboard platform.
In this paper, we propose a novel SLAM method for
dynamic environments. It follows the traditional pipeline of
feature-based SLAM. In order to resist the disturbance of
moving objects, a geometry prior of static objects is proposed
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to exploit the connectedness of map points and separate the
moving objects from the static background. It builds a graph-
like structure for map points to determine their adjacency
relationship using Delaunay Triangulation algorithm. And
then, the edges, whose observation are non-consistent among
multiple keyframes, are removed to separate dynamic objects
from the static background. Finally, the points which belongs
to the static background are mainly used to estimation. For
convenience, we call our method DSLAM.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• The integration of geometry prior is proposed to find the
points group with consistency.
• A novel feature groups segmentation method is proposed
to resist the disturbance caused by dynamic objects. It
separates dynamic points group from the part of the local
map.
• The proposed method is evaluated and compared to
advanced methods on a public RGB-D benchmark. The
results demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the
system in dynamic environments.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
discusses related work. Section III explains how the geometry
prior is used in the proposed method. Section IV gives details
of the SLAM system. Section V details the experimental
results, and Section VI presents the conclusions and future
work. Our experiment results can be seen in a publicly
available video1.
II. RELATED WORK
VO was proposed firstly in 2004 by Nister [13]. It aims
at estimating the position and orientation of robots through
analyzing the consecutive visual information from cameras. It
is known as a particular case of Structure From Motion (SFM)
[14]. VO focus local consistency while SFM aims to restore
both the structure of environment and camera poses. Visual
SLAM [2] is a technique between VO and SFM. Compared
with VO, it adds the loop closure detection and global graph
optimization for global consistency. VO and vSLAM can
be categorized into filter-based [15], [16] and optimization
methods [17], [18], respectively.
Most recent advanced visual systems are using optimization
methods [19], which can be divided into two categories:
indirect methods [1], [9], [10] and direct methods [5]–[7].
Majority of indirect methods are based on sparse salient
features which indicates that they contain feature extraction
and feature matching or tracking. The literatures [13], [20]
describe the design of traditional VO in detail. In recent years,
the direct methods also has been explored. It minimizes the
photometric error instead of the reprojection error. With the
appearance of Kinect in 2010, there are many advanced RGB-
D VO [4], [8], [21]–[23] and RGB-D SLAM systems [24],
[25]. In addition to relying on the color image, some other
RGB-D VO only use the depth images [8] or fuse the color and
1youtu.be/7P1PKbHNth8
depth information [23]. Fang [26] has compared the advanced
RGB-D VO systems experimentally.
However, most visual methods perform badly in the dy-
namic environment and the dynamic objects are considered
typically as spurious data and removed as outliers using
RANSAC and robust cost function. However, several methods
that address the dynamic problem would be described below.
On the one hand, some methods use motion consistency
to validate tracked points. They assume majority of scene is
static. The dynamic objects could be segmented as spurious
data since they conflict motion consistency of background
among consecutive frames. Alcantarilla [27] uses the scene
flow to divide the moving objects from the background, but
the calculation of scene flow is based on the result of VO.
Therefore, the camera pose must be estimated twice for each
frame which increases the computation time. Azartash [28]
distinguishes the moving region from the static background by
image segmentation in RGB-D sensors. The motion of each
region is estimated individually. Its experimental results show
that the accuracy improves a little in dynamic scenarios. Kim
[29] obtains the static regions of the images by computing
the depth differences between consecutive frames. Kim [30]
also uses an RGB-D camera combined with an IMU to
estimate the camera pose. The IMU information which is
relatively accurate in a short-time interval is regarded as a
priori to filter the incorrect visual information from dynamic
objects. Sun [31] uses a pre-processing stage to filter out
RGB-D data that were associated with moving objects using
difference image. Li and Lee [32] proposes a real-time depth
edge based RGB-D SLAM system, which have the static
weight indicating the likelihood of one point being part of the
static environment. Tan [33] proposes a prior-based adaptive
RANSAC to efficiently remove outliers even when the inlier
ratio is rather low so that it allows parts of the scene to be
dynamic or the whole scene to gradually change. This type
approaches are hard to maintain a robust motion estimation
when the dynamic object moving slowly. Meanwhile, most
methods are only designed to deal with the problem on RGB-
D sensors.
On the other hand, some methods use semantic information
to segment the dynamic objects from background. Kitt [34]
classifies the feature points to distinguish between dynamic
and static points, but the classifier should be trained in advance
so that it cannot be used to explore the unknown environment.
Riazuelo [35] uses semantic information to deal with the in-
fluence of walking people. Bescos [36] proposed DynaSLAM,
which combines Mask R-CNN prior and Multi-View Geom-
etry to segment dynamic content. This type approaches are
relying heavily on the prior result from the leaning methods.
Therefore, if unlearned dynamic objects occur in field of the
view of camera, the estimation result would be influenced.
Furthermore, the learning based semantic information is time-
consuming on computation.
In addition to aforementioned methods, a geometry prior,
which is typically smoothness, is exploited in some methods
[5], [37], [38] to make a dense model observable. We found
Fig. 2: The illumination of map correlations. The gray circle is
the result from pose estimation. The white circle is a static map
point, and the pink circle is a point on a dynamic object. The
movement of dynamic points not only destroys the consistency
of the motion estimation, which is shown in the figure, the
correct estimation result drifts to the circle point, but also
destroys the correlation between the points.
Fig. 3: The correlations shown in geometry-geometry block of
Hessian structure. Red indicates the point-to-point association
and blue indicates the point-to-frame association. Gray block
means the measurement from dynamic objects. If the outliers
of the correlation between points can be determined, the
measurement of pose-geometry can be also eliminated.
that geometry prior between points could be used to deal
with dynamic problems. Of course, the main drawback of
adding geometry prior is that joint optimization in real-time
is infeasible. However, the correlations between geometry
parameters could be improved to deal with dynamic problem.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Bundle adjustment is used in most visual methods. As
shown in Fig. 2, we follow the Barfoot [39] to represent
all states which are Tk and pi. Tk is the transformation
matrix representing the pose of the robot at time k and pi
represents the position of i-th map points, where k = 1, ,K
and i = 1, ,M . Therefore, all states could be represented as
x = {T1, ,Tk,p1, ...,pM}. (1)
No matter what type of visual sensors is, the measurement
yik corresponding to some observation of point i from pose
k could be described.
yik = g(xik) + nik, (2)
where g() is the nonlinear model, xik denotes the state
subset (Tk,pi), and nik ∼ N (µik,Rik) is additive Gaussian
noise, where µik = (0) and Rik denotes the Gaussian noise
covariance associated with the ik-th measurement.
For each observation of a map point, the error term can be
defined as
ey,ik(x) = yjk − g(xjk). (3)
Therefore, the cost function could be described as
J(x) =
1
2
∑
i,k
ey,ik(x)
TR−1ik ey,ik(x), (4)
where x is the full state including all poses and position
of landmarks and Rik is covariance matrix associated with
the ik-th measurement. Based on equation 4, some methods
designed for non-linear least squares problem can be used to
solve it.
If the point is on the dynamic object with static assump-
tion, the measurement model would be corrupted. For the
measurement of dynamic map points, nik is assumed with
non-zero mean. Obviously, the noise with the non-zero mean
would jeopardize the optimization result. Of course, some
robust methods such as random sample consensus (RANSAC)
could be used to deal with it. But if there are large moving
objects with rich texture occupying the majority of the image
or moving slowly, RANSAC will also fail, especially when
there are rigidly moving objects. It is difficult to distinguish
between the camera movement and objects movement only
by the visual information because the system may take the
moving objects as static background when estimating the
camera motion. Therefore, if the algorithm is not designed for
dynamic environments, the performance would be degraded.
In order to solve the dynamic problem, the connectedness
of map points is exploited in the proposed method. The idea
of the proposed method is straightforward. As shown in Fig. 2,
under the interference of the dynamic object, the pose at time
k would be disturbed. It should be noted that the movement of
dynamic objects also breaks the correlations between the static
and dynamic groups of map points. Therefore, we believe
that the geometry prior of correlations is the key to solve the
dynamic problem.
The measurement of correlations between point pi and pj
at time k could be the form
zijk = h(lijk) + nijk, (5)
where lijk = pik − pjk. h() is the correlation measurement
model for the sensor and nijk also is the additive Gaussian
noise. Therefore, for each observation of correlations between
points, the error term is
Fig. 4: The system overview. The feature group segmentation method is added in the traditional pipeline. Before the pose
refinement and bundle adjustment, the dynamic points are removed from system estimation.
ez,ijk(xp) = zijk − h(lijk), (6)
where xp is the subset of all states x including all map points.
Therefore, the following objective function could be de-
fined,
Jp(xp) =
1
2
∑
ij,k
ez,ijk(lijk)
TR−1ik ez,ijk(lijk). (7)
Outliers, which are considered as the disconnected edges,
could be removed while minimizing the cost function using
RANSAC. The disconnected results of the point cloud are
divided into different groups. In most scenarios, we know that
the static maps grow incrementally, so the size of static maps
can be considered as much larger than dynamic part. At the
same time, once the static map group is determined, the group
that do not belong to the static group in the subsequent frames
can be directly removed. Therefore, based on above results, the
static group and connections always are maintained.
As shown in Fig. 3, in addition to the outliers that
are removed in pose-geometry block, the optimization with
RANSAC could remove non-consistency correlations in
geometry-geometry blocks. However, the introduction of cor-
relations between geometry parameters render the joint opti-
mization infeasible in real time. Therefore, the optimization of
connected points is running separately in the implementation.
The details would be described in Section IV-B.
IV. SLAM IN DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS
In this section, we describe the overview of proposed
method. The inputs of the system are only color and depth
images from an RGB-D camera. The proposed method is built
on the ORB-SLAM2. Our goal is to estimate the camera pose
at the time k,
Tk =
[
Rk tk
0 1
]
, (8)
where Rk is the rotation matrix and tk is the translation vector.
The pipeline of our method is illustrated in Fig. 4.
(a) RGB (b) Depth (c) Uncertainty
Fig. 5: The captured images from an ASUS Xtion Pro camera
and its uncertainty model of depth measurement. (a) A color
image. (b) The depth image which is registered with the left
color image. (c) The uncertainty model of the middle depth
image. Blue represents that the corresponding pixels of depth
image have no data because they exceed the range of depth
measure. Green means that the uncertainty of depth measure
is too large to be trusted. The transition from black to red
denotes that the uncertainty of depth measure changes from
small to large.
In tracking thread, the DSLAM is based on sparse features
and follows the traditional pipeline of SLAM. It extracts
features in the acquired images and estimates the camera pose
between the current frame and the last frame with RANSAC.
In order to improve the robustness of SLAM in dynamic
environments, the dynamic outliers detection including feature
groups segmentation module with connections is added before
pose refinement. Finally, the pose refinement of local map
tracking is added to improve the accuracy.
In optimization thread, the connections of map points are
built among keyframes. Dynamic map points are removed
from the map using feature groups segmentation method.
Afterward, the measurements of static points are used to
optimize all states using bundle adjustment.
A. Connections Establishment and Uncertainty Model
For RGB-D sensors, the measurement model h(lijk) of
correlation in equation (5) can be specified. Therefore, for the
RGB-D sensor which can capture 3-D information, the model
can be determined,
h(lijk) = T
−1
k pik −T−1k pjk. (9)
Before obtaining the uncertainty of points correlations, the
uncertainty of each map points for RGB-D sensor should be
modeled firstly. It is assumed that the features position pik is
(u, v) and its corresponding depth measurement is d (the depth
image should be registered with the color image in advance).
We can compute its 3-D position in the world coordinate,
pik = Tk
xy
z
 = Tk
(u− cx)× d/fu(v − cy)× d/fv
d
 , (10)
where (cx,cy) is the camera principal point and (fu,fv) is the
focal length. Because the structured light is used in RGB-
D cameras, its depth measurement error increases with the
sensing depth. Khoshelham [40] has studied the measurement
model of the Kinect-style devices and concludes that the
uncertainty of depth measurement is proportional to the square
of its depth.
σz =
1
fv
σdd
2 (11)
where σd is standard deviation. Inspired by [23], a Gaussian
mixture model is also used to model the points 3-D position
because of the greater uncertainty on edges and corners. There-
fore, u and v are assumed as independent random variables
distributed according to a normal distribution N (u, σu) and
N (v, σv) respectively. The distribution of z can be obtained
using a Gaussian kernel w in 3× 3,
µz =
∑
i,j
wij(dij)
σz =
∑
i,j
wij(σ
2
zij + dij)− µ2z
(12)
where µz and σz is the mean and variance of the resulting
Gaussian mixture. The i and j indicate a local window
i ∈ [u− 1, u+ 1], j ∈ [v − 1, v + 1] around pixel (u, v). The
resulting schematic is shown in Fig. 5(c) which is depicted by
the per-pixel uncertainty of its depth measurement. Thus, the
feature points with no depth or great uncertainty are discarded.
If we assume that Rk is accurate, the 3-D covariance Σik of
the i-th map pint at time k is assigned by the 3-D position
variance from the equation,
Σik = Rk
 σ2x σxy σxzσyx σ2y σyz
σzx σyz σ
2
z
RTk , (13)
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 6: The implementation example of the feature groups
segmentation. (a) Current frame. (b) Reference frame. (c)
The structure graph by using Delaunay Triangulation of the
matched feature points in the reference frame. (d) The graph
after removing the non-consistency edges. (e) The extracted
the largest region which belongs the static background. (f)
The moving object region which is separated.
where
σ2x =
σ2z(u− cx)(v − cy) + σ2u(z2 + σ2µz )
f2x
σ2y =
σ2z(u− cx)(v − cy) + σ2v(z2 + σ2µz )
f2y
σxz = σzx = σ
2
z
u− cx
fx
σyz = σzy = σ
2
z
v − cy
fy
σxy = σyx = σ
2
z
(v − cy)(v − cy)
fxfy
(14)
Afterward, the pik and pjk are assumed to be independent,
the variance of measurement zijk between two points can be
computed,
Rijk = Σik +Σjk. (15)
B. Feature Groups Segmentation
As shown in Fig. 3, if the geometry-geometry block is not
diagonal, some efficient methods proposed for sparse matrix
cannot be applied directly. Thus, how to construct correlations,
divide the matched feature points into different groups and
separate the moving objects from the background is the key
of the proposed method.
The first step is to build a graph sparsely based on the
constructed map points. The second step is to optimize all
map points and remove non-consistency connections. The third
step is to use connected component algorithm to separate
group with non-consistency movement. Fig. 6 shows the
segmentation results in which the static group and the dynamic
group are separated.
1) Building a sparse graph: After acquiring the matched
features from local map, the correlation of the map points
is determined firstly. In order to reduce the correlations from
Fig. 7: The Upper triangulation of sparse geometry-geometry
block in Hessian structure. The sparse yellow blocks indicate
the correlation between points from Delaunay Triangulation.
However, this information cannot be applied directly to Bundle
Adjustment. Therefore, the correlations are optimized sepa-
rately to isolate the dynamic points groups.
dense to sparse, Delaunay Triangulation [41] is applied. De-
launay Triangulation for a given set of discrete points is a
triangulation such that no point is inside the circumcircle of
any triangle. It maximizes the minimum angle of all the angles
of the triangles. Therefore, only the adjacent feature points
will be connected in the graph. The generated graph structure
seems like a sparse mesh as shown in Fig. 6(c).
This graph-like structure is only created and updated in
back-end optimization in multiple keyframes. After each op-
timization cycle finished, the static connections would be
saved in the local map. In the front-end thread, the graph-
like structure stored in local map is used to optimize the 3-D
distance change between the connection of tracked map points
and the corresponding observations in current frame.
2) Removing the non-consistency edges: The edges struc-
tured by above Delaunay Triangulation algorithm represent
the adjacency relationship of the matched feature points. The
relationship is used to build Hessian matrix. All edges are
traversed and the 3-D distance of their endpoints are calculated
in the same frame to obtain observation results. As shown in
Fig. 7, the geometry-geometry blocks become sparse. How-
ever, it is still hard to solve it. Therefore, in order to ensure the
calculation efficiency of bundle adjustment, the cost function
in equation 7 are estimated separately since the purpose of
calculating this structure is to separate the dynamic map
points. Thus, this cost function is minimized separately instead
of optimizing the full cost. The outliers are removed after
multiple iterative in RANSAC, the map points are divided into
multiple groups. In the font-end thread, the distance change of
corresponding matched points are calculated between current
and last frame. We also check the consistent edges from
Delaunay Triangulation and remove non-consistency edges.
Fig. 6 illustrates that the distances between the moving
object point and the background points are changed when
the camera and the object move simultaneously. However, the
correlation between the background points is not changed. The
resulting graph as shown in Fig. 6(d) successfully separates the
person from the background after removing edges whose error
exceeds a certain threshold. As a result, the dynamic group will
be isolated because the distances between these points and
their adjacent points are changed. The remaining connected
components of the graph describe the potential moving objects
or the static background.
3) Maintain the static map points group: After removing
the non-consistency edges from the initial graph, connected
components of the map point are got by depth first search
(DFS) algorithm. These components represent different groups
in the scene. Since the static map points are added incre-
mentally, the 3D triangulated graph built by them is larger
than the one built by the points of temporal dynamic objects.
Meanwhile, after the static group is determined, smaller dy-
namic group, which is separated from the static group, could
be removed easily in the consecutive keyframes.
C. Local Map Management
In the system, we maintain static map points, static con-
nections and dynamic points. Since the RGB-D system can
capture 3D information from the world, the system can be
initialized from the first frame. The static map points can
be also constructed directly. The static connections and dy-
namic points need multiple keyframes to provide additional
observations for separation. Since the dynamic object is still
in the camera’s field of view, if dynamic points are deleted
immediately, they would be created repeatedly from new
keyframe. Thus, the dynamic map points are still saved as
temporal status in the local map for tracking and creating new
keyframe. If the dynamic points cannot be tracked in multiple
keyframes, they would be removed from local map.
D. Camera Pose Estimation
In the optimization result, some dynamic points are still
saved in local map for tracking since some of them in the
latest keyframe cannot be discerned as dynamic type due to
insufficient observations.
In the tracking thread, the latest frame also can provide ad-
ditional observations for removing outliers. Therefore, feature
groups segmentation also are applied. After determining the
dynamic points, the set of matched feature points that belong
to the static region are used to estimate the camera pose.
Therefore, the cost function of motion-only bundle adjustment
which aims at minimizing reprojection error can be formed,
y∗ik = w(pi)yik = w(pi)(g(xik) + nik), (16)
where w() is the weight function,
w(pi) =
{
1, pi ∈ the static group
0, pi ∈ the dynamic group . (17)
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed DSLAM in an
indoor dynamic environment and compare the accuracy of
our method with state-of-the-art visual odometry and SLAM
systems. We focus on the accuracy comparison of the DSLAM
TABLE I: The evaluation results of Relative Pose Error (RPE) on TUM benchmark[m].
Sequences RMSE of translational driftDVO [4] ORB-SLAM2 [10] BaMVO [29] SPWSLAM [32] Our
low dynamic
fr2/desk-person 0.0354 0.0377 0.0352 0.0173 0.0362
fr3/sitting-static 0.0157 0.0122 0.0248 0.0231 0.0138
fr3/sitting-xyz 0.0453 0.0137 0.0482 0.0219 0.0134
fr3/sitting-rpy 0.1735 0.0380 0.1872 0.0843 0.0320
fr3/sitting-halfsphere 0.1005 0.0365 0.0589 0.0389 0.0354
high dynamic
fr3/walking-static 0.3818 0.5826 0.1339 0.0327 0.0141
fr3/waling-xyz 0.4360 1.0484 0.2326 0.0651 0.1266
fr3/waling-rpy 0.4038 1.1843 0.3584 0.2252 0.2299
fr3/walking-halfsphere 0.2628 1.0790 0.1738 0.0527 0.0494
TABLE II: The evaluation results of Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) on TUM benchmark[m].
Sequences RMSE of translational driftDVO SLAM [31] ORB-SLAM2 [10] SPWSLAM [32] Our
low dynamic
fr2/desk-person 0.0596 0.0064 0.0484 0.0075
fr3/sitting-static * 0.0077 * 0.0096
fr3/sitting-xyz 0.0482 0.0094 0.0397 0.0091
fr3/sitting-rpy * 0.0249 * 0.0225
fr3/sitting-halfsphere 0.1252 0.0249 0.0432 0.0235
high dynamic
fr3/walking-static 0.0656 0.4080 0.0261 0.0108
fr3/waling-xyz 0.0932 0.7215 0.0601 0.0874
fr3/waling-rpy 0.1333 0.8054 0.1791 0.1608
fr3/walking-halfsphere 0.470 0.7225 0.0489 0.0354
Fig. 8: The example taken from the fr2/desk-with-person sequence. (a) The feature groups segmentation result on the front-end.
(b) The feature groups segmentation result on the back-end. (c) The estimated trajectory compared to the groundtruth. The
green line means the stable correlation between two points. If the points are determined as on the moving object, the tracked
result and 3D visualization would be marked as purple color. In (b), the red line indicates the connection between dynamic
points on the same group.
with others in both low dynamic environment and high dy-
namic environments by using the TUM benchmark[26]. At
last, the performance of the DSLAM is also tested.
A. Accuracy Comparison on the TUM Benchmark
We make an evaluation of the DSLAM on the TUM RGB-D
benchmark [42]. The datasets have the groundtruth trajectories
obtained from a high-accuracy motion capture system and
contain both the static and dynamic scenarios of indoor
environments. We divide the sequences into three categories.
When there are no moving objects in the scene, we call it
static environment. And if there is a small dynamic region in
the scene, for instance, someone waves his hand in the office,
it is defined as low dynamic environment. But if the majority
of the captured images is occupied by the moving objects, we
call that high dynamic environments.
Many state-of-the-art papers evaluated their methods on the
TUM RGB-D dataset and achieved good results. However,
the sequences containing dynamic objects were not often used
for evaluation. Therefore, to evaluate the performance of the
proposed method in dynamic environments, the low and high
dynamic types of sequences are used. In the TUM benchmark,
the low dynamic scenario is recorded in an organized office
with a person sitting in front of the desk and moving his
arms sometimes. The high dynamic environment in sequences
Fig. 9: The example taken from the fr3/sitting-static sequence. (a) The feature groups segmentation result on the front-end. (b)
The feature groups segmentation result on the back-end. (c) The estimated trajectory compared to the groundtruth.
Fig. 10: The example taken from the fr3/sitting-halfsphere sequence. (a) The feature groups segmentation result on the front-end.
(b) The feature groups segmentation result on the back-end. (c) The estimated trajectory compared to the groundtruth.
named walking is similar with above scenario, but there are
two people walking in front of desks. For both types of
sequences sitting and walking, there are four types of camera
motion. halfsphere denotes that the camera moves following
the trajectory of a 1 meter diameter half sphere. xyz denotes
that the camera almost moves in xyz axes. rpy denotes that
the camera almost rotates over roll, pitch and yaw. The static
denotes the camera only moves around a position in the
environments. These sequences are challenging due to the
dynamic objects covering large part of the input. The proposed
method is performed on a desktop computer with Intel Core
i5-3470 (3.2 GHz) and 8G RAM. In these experiments we
focus on the accuracy comparison on the same dataset and
the performance is presented in the next parts.
For the sake of fairness, we compare our method with other
advanced systems, Dense Visual Odometry (DVO) [4], ORB-
SLAM2, Model-based Dense-Vsual-Odometry (BaMVO), and
RGBD SLAM with Static Point Weighting (SPWSLAM)
which represent the most advanced feature-based, dense and
color-depth-mixed methods. DVO and ORB-SLAM2 are a
state-of-the-art RGB-D direct and feature-based methods re-
spectively for static environments. BaMVO and SPWSLAM
are recent methods proposed to deal with the dynamic prob-
lem.
The translational root mean square error (RMSE) of Relative
Pose Error (RPE) in m/s is calculated for the evaluation.
The RMSE drift of RPE is much more easily influenced
by large, occasional errors in the estimation so it is more
suitable for the evaluation in dynamic environments firstly.
The results are shown in Table I. Our method outperforms
other methods in most of the sequences including low and high
dynamic environments. It should be noted that most methods
work well in low dynamic environments since the RANSAC
and robust kernel function with static assumption can handle
small region of dynamic objects as outliers. However, this
assumption fail in the high dynamic environments. In these
sequences, the most parts are on the dynamic objects which
cannot be recognized. It should also be noted that the ORB-
SLAM2 which is a feature-based method work perfectly in
low dynamic environment, even much better than the methods
designed for dynamic environments. However, ORB-SLAM2
is weak in high dynamic sequences. The sources of this
performance are two folds, a good pose initialization for
feature matching is required to ORB-SLAM2 and the loop
closing is out of operation. In low dynamic sequences, the
influences can be well eliminated. Each right connection of
keyfames are obtained. Therefore, it works perfectly like
static environments. In high dynamic environments, the pose
Fig. 11: The example taken from the fr3/walking-static sequence. (a) The feature groups segmentation result on the front-end.
(b) The feature groups segmentation result on the back-end. (c) The estimated trajectory compared to the groundtruth.
Fig. 12: The example taken from the fr3/waling-halfsphere sequence. (a) The feature groups segmentation result on the front-
end. (b) The feature groups segmentation result on the back-end. (c) The estimated trajectory compared to the groundtruth.
estimation of ORB-SLAM2 are not only influenced by walking
person, but also the motion blur occurs in the sequences. The
motion blur also influences the proposed method in walking-
xyz since the triangulation need sufficient matched features
from local map. However, compared to ORB-SLAM2, the
proposed method improves the front-end performance.
We also evaluated the full trajectory performance of our
method using the translational root mean square error (RMSE)
of Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) as shown in Table II. The
estimated trajectories are compared to the ground truth and
some results of the proposed method are shown in Fig. 8, 9,
10, 11 and 12. Compared to other three SLAM methods, the
proposed method has better performance in most sequences. It
is notable that the loop closing of ORB-SLAM2 cannot work
stably in high dynamic environments since the moving objects
also influences the performance of Bag-of-Words methods. In
the proposed method, the back-end connection optimization
removes point groups of dynamic objects robustly. Therefore,
if there are enough observation of points correlations, the dy-
namic objects can be removed. In walking-xyz, static features
with depth data measurement cannot be matched enough in
a short part of sequences due to the occlusion of dynamic
objects. Moreover, the most remaining tracked features are
from the roof of the room, which are in the region the
Fig. 13: The estimated trajectory of the fr3/waling-xyz se-
quence compared to the groundtruth. The result of ATE is
0.0173 m, and the result of RPE is 0.0252 m.
depth sensor of Kinect cannot detect. Therefore, the the map
points using 2D-2D triangulation with wrong motion in shot
sequences are created and also influences the estimation for
consecutive frames. However, the method works perfectly in
the most parts of this sequence. Therefore, as shown in Fig.
13, it can produce wonderful results in some cases.
TABLE III: The timing performance of feature groups seg-
mentation module step
Module Medium Mean Std
Feature groups segmentation in the
Fron-end
2.9230 3.0258 1.1207
Total Motion Estimation – 33.25 –
Fig. 14: The efficiency of back-end feature groups segmenta-
tion. We can see that the number of map points and the time
required for the operation are nearly linear.
B. Performance analysis
We also evaluated the real-time performance of algorithm
with TUM RGB-D benchmark in the walking-halfsphere se-
quence. As shown in Table III, the feature groups segmentation
is very efficient. The front-end part just needs 3.02 ms in
average. The full motion estimation is 33 ms which is ac-
ceptable. The real-time performance makes our method have
potential for on-line applications. As shown in Fig. 14, we also
evaluate the efficiency of the back-end step. The graph is not
smooth since the number of local map include dynamic points,
which are not used for connection optimization. The Dynamic
Optimization need almost 200 ms to optimize the 4000 local
maps thanks to sparse graph construction. In addition to that,
the proposed method can be implemented in incremental
processing. A better performance can be achieved in large
scale environments.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel RGB-D SLALM method
for dynamic environments. It follows the pipeline of traditional
feature-based SLAM, and uses the geometry prior of correla-
tion consistency to resist the disturbance from moving objects.
The experimental comparison on benchmark datasets demon-
strates that the proposed SLAM can outperformed state-of-the-
art systems in most environments. In summary, the proposed
DSLAM can obtain accurate and robust motion estimation in
dynamic environments, and broaden the application scenarios
of SLAM.
In the future work, the proposed method could be extended
to monocular, stereo systems. The back-end optimization could
be implemented in incremental to make it feasible for the
large scale and long term. We also would track each isolated
dynamic objects in the future work to make the management
of dynamic points more robustly and make it possible to have
a wider range of applications in practice.
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